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U10s

Session 3: Dribbling

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Vision
-Spacial awareness
-Keep ball close

Activity 1

SHARK TANK (10-15min)
Kids dribble in a grid or
circle. One person is it and
tries to tag dribblers. Coach
appoints shark and gives
command to start.
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Activity 3

3v3 EITHER END ZONE:
(15-20min)
Make a grid that has two
endzones. Kids can score
by dribbling into any
endzone

Progression:
-To make it easier for dribblers have
two sharks. They must hold a
penny between them and therefore
run together. Which ever shark
tags someone they become a
dribbler
-Create a "safe beach" just outside
the circle or grid. Only one kid in
there at a time and when a kids
enters the other must leave
-Quick turn
-Change of pace
-Ball control

Activity 2

BIG CIRCLE DRIBBLE:
(10-15min)
Use center circle or create
circle about same size. Two
teams. Teams start at
opposite points of the
circle. On go kids dribble in
the same direction trying to
catch someone from other
team. They can't go into
the circle

Objectives

Progression:
-Specify type of dribbling allowed
-When you say turn kids need to do
a cutback and go opposite
direction.
-Give command of leave ball and
then player has to sprint around
and get another ball

Final Game

Print Form

Discovery Question:
-What did you have to do to keep
the shark from you?
-When did you keep the ball close
to you?

- Don't panic
-Knees bent helps to change
direction
-Keep looking ahead
Discovery Question:
-How did you turn the other
direction?
-How did you feel when the other
team was close behind you? When
you were close behind them?

-Slow and correct is better than
fast and wrong
-Explode after making cutback or
scissors

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
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Interactive Forms created by www.academysoccercoach.com

-Use arms for balance and to
protect ball
-Keep head up and scan
-Don't be afraid to try something

-Decision making on when to
cutback (forward isn't always best
choice)
-Trying various cutbacks and
scissors
-Changing speed
Click to insert session diagram

7v7 with goalkeeper.
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points

DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-When would a cutback be useful
-Why is it important to make a
quick first step?

COACHING REMINDER:
Use kids to demonstrate proper
form and technique. Kids love to
show they can do it.
HOMEWORK:
Juggling, try to touch the ball with
both feet, both thighs and head
before it hits the gound
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